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Abstract

This paper presents the results of the 5 months experiment in which the influence of using a web graphic 
organizer in the science literacy curriculum was observed. The interest of the study was focused on the 
quality and quantity of learning/understanding the explicatory text description from the science textbook. 
The experiment included students at the age of 8-9 years. Science and L� class were integrated for 
this purpose: teachers were instructed to use web graphic organizer as a tool for visualizing the text 
structure on the level of concrete cognitive operations. The results show the effect of using the web 
graphic organizer on students’ competence to find out what in the science textbook text is important, on 
the level of text comprehension and on the competence of comparing new information with the previous 
knowledge.
Key words: Web graphic organizer, pre knowledge, categorization of concepts, reading comprehension, 
description, science textbooks. 

Introduction

reading comprehension is a multifaceted process. it is not enough, students develop 
decoding skills, they also need metacognitive skills, so they can monitor their understanding 
and reflect on what has been read (Kordigel aberšek, 2008). some teachers may assume that 
reading comprehension will develop naturally without any direct teaching of comprehension. 
but it will not. each reading skill must be taught through formal education. an endless number 
of experiments have proven that learning basic reading strategies leads to better understanding 
of written communication created by others (buehl, 2009, Gregory, cahil 2010).  although 
the crucial role of comprehension instruction has been recognized, struggling readers typically 
receive even heavier doses of decoding instruction while failing further behind in their 
academic courses because their inability to deal with challenging academic texts (Kintsch, 
hampton, 2009).  buehl (2000) points out, how the instructional activities can help students 
sort key ideas and concepts from background details focus attention on questions as such. he 
underlines the fact that students often miss the point the author may be sharing in the written 
text and instead find themselves lost in a maze of factual details.  one must not forget that 
comprehension depends on reader’s making reflective decisions. classroom strategies can help 
students perceive the structure of the text – the relationship between ideas and information –are 
the prerequisite for determining the importance. 

in other words, reading lessons do not end, when students are able to decode the words. 
students need the instruction that will support their understanding of what they are reading 
about and of that what is more or less important. students in primary grades are particularly 
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challenged by the use of science textbooks (bryce, 2011). not only that they have to make 
meaning from textbooks that are hard to read and understand, they often still have difficulties 
at the decoding process and vocabulary (moss, 2005). the consequence of this circumstance 
is the fact; they cannot use enough of their reading energy for “understanding” and “learning” 
the text.

due to the proliferation of nonfiction texts in upper elementary grades and beyond, there 
is a push to integrate more content area instructions and use of nonfiction texts in younger 
grades (duke & bennett – armistead, 2003; frey & fisher 2007). textbook publishers are 
often criticized for producing textbooks that are quite challenging for young readers. textbooks 
use difficult vocabulary, condense information about presented topics, present superficial 
information and use language that is uninteresting. (brice, 2011) 

therefore teachers must find ways to make the textbook reading more meaningful for 
young readers.  one of the ways is to teach them to recognize the text structure and to predict 
which information in the text they can expect and which of them will be more important than 
the others. on this point we reach the central problem: for recognizing text structure the mental 
processes of generalization and abstract thinking is necessary.  but the children in first grades, 
which need our help in text understanding, are on the level of concrete cognitive development. 
and on the concrete cognitive level they do not have the ability of abstract thinking and 
generalization. our main idea was, to substitute the lack of such cognitive ability with the 
visualization of text structure. this procedure makes possible “to see”/and understand the text 
structure with the mental process on the concrete cognitive level.  in our paper we will show 
how we successfully solved this problem with the use of graphic organizers. in our experiment 
science and l1 class were integrated for this purpose: teachers were instructed to use web graphic 
organizer as a tool for visualizing the text structure on the level of concrete cognitive operations. 
the results show the effect of using the web graphic organizer on students’ competence to find 
out what in the science textbook text is important, on the quality of text comprehension and on 
the ability of comparing new information with the previous knowledge.

Recognizing Text Structure: a Way of Learning from Science Textbooks

science literacy incorporates an understanding of the nature of science, investigations 
of the natural world, the ability to use reading, writing, listening, and speaking to learn about 
science, interpretation of data and communication of scientific findings, prominent features, 
etc. according to aims in science literacy curricula students should train reading and listening 
strategies how to get knowledge about science topics and how to get the information from the 
field of science. (yerrick, ross, 2008) the science reading curricula teach reading expository 
texts for acquiring knowledge from them and teach how to get a single information or set of 
information from the same kind of text. (yetton, alexander, 2008).

the process of acquiring science literacy cannot be started early enough. teachers should 
begin in the first grades, since “students of primary grades are particularly challenged by the 
use of science textbooks. not only they have to make meaning from the textbooks that are hard 
to read and understand, but they are often not provided with opportunities to read nonfiction 
texts of their own, rendering this genre unfamiliar and more challenging” (bryce, 2011: 474). 
Vocabulary in textbooks for young students is too difficult, information about many topics is 
condensed, textbooks present a superficial view of information, their language is uninteresting 
(brice, 2011). to support content area of learning science, teachers must find ways to make 
the textbook reading more meaningful for young readers. one of the ways is to teach them to 
recognize the text structure and to predict which information in the text they can expect and 
which of them will be more important than the others.

explicatory texts in science textbook have a specific text structure - similar as literature 
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texts. it is very traditional to educate students about the structure of sonnet or antique tragedy or 
classical fairy tale and far less traditional to teach students about the structure of explicatory 
texts in their science textbooks. informational texts are commonly organized into different form 
as compare/contrast, problem/solution, cause/effect, chronological/sequence, and descriptive 
form (fischer, frey, lapp, 2009). text structures are used by writers to illustrate relationships 
among concepts. often these are accompanied by signal words that serve as guideposts, alerting 
the reader to a conceptual relationship. it is very helpful for students to recognize the text pattern 
(Vacca & Vacca, 2008), since recognizing text structures and signal words helps them to 
make sense of the text. text structures provide students with frameworks for understanding the 
text content (montelongo et. al., 2010). the recognition of an organizational pattern facilitates 
the learning of textbook information because it enables the reader to see the logical relationships 
advanced by the author (ogle & blachowicz, 2002).

in short, even students of first grades must recognize the interrelationships among 
the topics, main ideas, and supporting details of paragraphs in their textbook, if they want to 
comprehend and remember the important points. they have to be aware of the different types 
of text structures and signal words to guide their comprehension. furthermore, students must be 
able to generate mental representations of the different structures to learn, remember and write 
about the information from text. lessons focused on text structures can help students to find out, 
what is important and what not. on the elementary level teacher can/must focus the attention 
of his students on the text structure. on the first place among the five text structures thomson 
suggests to work, on the elementary level, with the description text structure (tompkins, 
2001).

Graphic Organizers Based on the Text Structure

how to help young students to recognize text structures in science textbooks? one 
way to teach them to recognize the different text structures is to provide them with practice 
deconstructing and reconstructing paragraphs with graphic organizers, which are visual 
representations of text structures that capture the relationships between main ideas and 
supporting details (montelongo et al., 2010). Graphic organizers can also help teaching students 
to conceptualize the relationships among the new knowledge, existing knowledge and their 
misconceptions (buehl, 2000; fisher et. al. 2008; Kose, 2007). once students have learned the 
expository text structures, they can use them to generate their own texts. the graphic organizers 
can also be used to scaffold their writing as well. some examples are shown at the figure 1.

a) b) c)

Figure 1: Some examples of Graphic organizers. 
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Aim of the Study

on a behalf of all this we started a 5 month experiment in which we analyzed the influence 
of using a web graphic organizer on the quality and quantity of learning/understanding the 
explicatory text from the science textbook by the students at the age of 8-9. 

Methodology of Research

the study was conducted in the third grade of the compulsory school in slovenia. the 
aim of the research was to establish the effect of using web graphic organizers, based on the text 
structure, on quality of understanding the explicatory text.  

for our research we used the adopted version of one form of the graphic organizer, 
namely web graphic organizer (see figure 1b). Graphic organizers help students visually 
organize information to support their comprehension. they are useful because they highlight 
the important ideas in the text and show how these are related to each other. they are visual 
representations of a student’s knowledge and are structured to show relationship through labels. 
Graphic organizers present information in concise ways to show key parts of the whole concept, 
theme or topics and are highly effective for all students. (fischer, frey, lapp, 2009). When 
students are actively engaged in processing the text, they are using skills such as analyzing, 
synthesizing, evaluating and summarizing. Graphic organizers help students with these skills 
by organizing information to show, how it is related. according to information theory process 
(broadbert, 1958) as briefly shown figure 2, graphic organizer is a tool that helps students to 
reduce the demand on their working memory and facilitate information transfer into long-term 
memory (fisher&frey, 2008).

Figure 2: Model of information process. 

Graphic organizers should be used for individual work or in small groups. Working in 
small groups the students should get the instruction to identify the specific text pattern and 
locate and highlight key words that would aid them in the identification and comprehension of 
particular text. on the primary level the learning process can proceed only if it happens on the 
level of concrete operations, so the meta(re)cognition of the text structure is possible only if the 
child can see it (on the concrete level!). to achieve this, it is useful to ask children to complete 
a graphic organizer, which makes the text structure visible. 

the research was organized in two groups of students:
 

- the first (experimental) group, where the experiment as described was conducted, 
- the second (control) group, where teachers worked as they had worked in the 

previous years. 
Experimental group (ES):
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in the experimental group it is performed an integrated approach of mother tongue 
(l1) and science class: learning the ability to read/understand and to write the text structure: 
description (mother tongue curriculum) and learning about different animals from the textbook 
(science class curriculum).  We decided for such integration because we knew that reading 
and understanding of explicatory text is the aim of the mother tongue curriculum already at 
the beginning of the compulsory school (from the first grade on) and that students in science 
class have to learn how to learn from their science textbooks, where explicatory texts are used. 
integrating this curriculum aims gave us enough time to perform the experiment in the frame of 
regular school time and promises better results in science class and in reading understanding. 
in the period of 5 months science class and mother tongue class were integrated always when 
“animal” and “description” were taught. teachers from the experimental group were instructed 
to use web graphic organizer as a tool for visual presentation of the text structure description. 

recent reading research points out the importance of connecting the new information in 
the text with readers’ previous knowledge (bass, Gee Woo, 2008). it has shown teachers how to 
help students comprehend and has identified strategies that good comprehenders use. reading 
teachers and content area teachers should design lessons that help students comprehend (i.e., 
learn from) specific texts and need to develop comprehension strategies that readers can use 
on many different types of texts (Grill, 2008). so the students in our experimental group were 
encouraged in the framework of science class to recall their previous knowledge (existing 
mental scheme) about the animal they shall learn about and to draw the web graphic organizer. 
in the first science lessons web graphic organizer was introduced by the teacher. he used 
graphic organizer for recording of the lesson about the animal: he recorded the central word 
(topic) in the center of the picture, the key words (subtopics) around it and the supporting 
information in the form of arrows coming from keywords. after repeating this several times, 
children were encouraged to use graphic organizers for recording the previous knowledge about 
the animal they shall learn about in the science class by themselves. the work was organized 
in small groups or in pairs. each group had to draw its own graphic organizer. after science 
classes, where teachers were free to select the didactic approach of “teaching” about the animal 
(lecture, didactic conversation, school in nature, visit of the near farm or aquarium…) students 
individually read the related chapter in their textbook, where the text structure description was 
used. after reading the groups gathered in the previous form, took the web graphic organizer, 
they had made before reading and added or changed it according to new information, they had 
learned from their textbook. 

Control group (CG)

as already mentioned, in control group teachers worked as they had worked in the 
previous years. this means:

1.  they didn’t integrate mother tongue class and science class, when they taught description 
or animal. they didn’t teach description on the text from the science textbook. instead 
of that they used one of the special textbook for nonfiction texts, which are recently 
awaible on the marker to teach functional literacy in slovene schools;

2.  teachers used web graphic organizers here and then (as they are commonly used in 
slovene schools), but they didn’t used them systematically for making the text structure 
description i science textbook visible;

3.  children were not encourages to use web graphic organizers by themselves.

Marija ROPIČ, Metka KORDIGEL ABERŠEK. Web Graphic Organizers as an Advanced Strategy for Teaching Science Textbook 
Reading Comprehension
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Sample

for monitoring and proving the influence of using web graphic organizers based on the 
text structure on the understanding of the explicatory text in science textbook we decided to 
compare the results of two groups of students: 

•	 the first (experimental) group (eG), where the experiment as described was 
conducted, 

•	 the second (control) group (cG), where teachers worked as they had worked in the 
previous years. 

the whole sample contained 144 third grade compulsory school students (in slovenia: the 
age from 8 to 9 years). there were 84 students in the first, experimental group (in four classes) 
and 60 students in the second, control group (in four classes). sample choosing of students was 
random and connected with the choosing of teachers. there was only one criteria we took into 
account: we chose for the experiment classes, where the literacy process has reached such level 
of decoding skill, that students could spend enough reading energy for reading comprehension, 
which is the level, they should reach when we decide to promote reading instruction for learning 
from the textbooks.

of course it would be ideal for our experiment, if all the children would be taught form 
the same teacher (since different teaching styles could be considered as a second variable). but 
this was unfortunately not possible. in slovenia primary teacher teaches all the school subjects 
(22 hours a week) and the number of classes, included in our experiment was 8. so we accepted 
some limitations in selecting teachers for the experiment. to exclude the influence of different 
teaching style on the results of the experiment to a possible minimum we selected teachers 
according to some criteria: 

•	 We excluded teachers (classes) where teacher tend to integrate all school subjects, 
which still happens in the first triennium in our county as a consequence of such 
didactic recommendation some years ago. as source of information about using the 
general integration strategy we chequed teachers written preparation for three weeks 
of school work.

•	 all the teachers, included in the experiment used the monographic analytic –synthetic 
literacy method combined with the global literacy method. they performed the literacy 
program, while using the same literacy textbook and supporting didactic material. the 
timing and the implementation of mentioned methods was guided by the instructions 
in teachers’ handbook, which was designed for teachers which are using the selected 
teaching material. 

•	 all the teachers taught science according to the same curriculum and according to the 
same didactic recommendations in the curriculum. 

•	 all the teachers had university level of teachers education and all of them were almost 
of the same age (between 35 and 40 years old).

Data Collection

We collected data twice: before the five month experiment and immediately after finishing 
experiment. for data collection we used the same form of web graphic organizer, shown at the 
figure 3,  that was introduced to students during the experiment with the only difference that 
this time, they had to work individually. 
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Figure 3: Web graphic organizer. 

to reach the objectivity of results, we decided to use for data collection before and after 
the experiment the same topic and the same textbook text: the topic cat.  in the textbook the 
animal was presented with the text structure description. the textbook offered students also 7 
photographs of the cat, which visualized the key data (“key words”) the verbal part of the text 
was talking about. the text was structured into paragraphs. each paragraph gave information 
about one of the “key words”. the textbook text also offered visual cues (bold, bullets, colored 
print…) as help for better understanding.

before reading the text about the cat, students in experimental and control group had to 
draw the web graphic organizer of their mental scheme cat on the a3 paper sheet. they were 
instructed to write the data with the green pencil. 

after that students read the textbook twice. after second reading the teacher returned web 
graphic organizers, students draw before reading. this time they had to add the new learned 
data or to correct the previous marked wrong data and substitute them with the new ones with 
a blue pencil. 

Results of Research

Presenting Pre Knowledge

Before and after the five month experimental period in which teachers of the experimental 
group systematically introduced web graphic organizer for visualization of mental scheme/text 
structure, we chequed the students ability of using web graphic organizer as a tool for presenting 
pre knowledge (existing mental scheme). every student of the experimental and control group 
was asked to draw a web graphic organizer cat. We labeled recorded information and formed 
9 groups of subthemes. results are presented in figure 4.

Marija ROPIČ, Metka KORDIGEL ABERŠEK. Web Graphic Organizers as an Advanced Strategy for Teaching Science Textbook 
Reading Comprehension
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subtopics: 1- appearance; 2 - living space; 3 - use; 4 - food; 5 - reproduction; 6 - moving; 7 - animies; 
8 - behavior; 9 - specialties

Figure 4: Quantitative results of the experimental (EG) and control (CG) group: 
pre knowledge before and after the experiment.  

comparison of web graphic organizers according to figure 4, that present the pre 
knowledge of students in experimental and control group (figure 4a) shows, that all students 
were primarily focused on data about appearance (1), food (4), behavior (8) and specialties (9) 
and that they more or less neglected data about moving (6) and enemies (7). comparing results 
of both groups after the 5 month experiment (figure 4b) on the other hand shows the progress of 
the experimental group. Working with web graphic organizers, students could visualize the text 
structure of animal description and after 5 months they knew on which groups of information 
they have to focus their attention: experimental group’s pre knowledge graphic organizer after 
experiment shows data from all 9 subthemes, even about moving (6), which was before the 
experiment for them unimportant information.

the quality of web graphic organizers of students in both groups (eG and cG) used 
for recording their pre knowledge also was compared. students’ records were divided into 
three categories: linear record, simple graphic record and structured graphic record. We put 
into the category linear record all those records in which we could observe the absence of any 
web pattern and in which students instead of web records used linear sentences or parts of 
sentences. as a category simple graphic record we counted those records in which students 
used a compilation of web pattern and linear sentences. as a category structured graphic record 
we counted all those students’ records which had a form of web graphic organizer, which means 
central word (topic), key words (subtopics) around it and supporting information connected 
with arrows, which are origining from the correct subtopic. figure 5 presents the results of both 
groups before and after the experiment. it is obvious that almost the same number of students 
(22, 7% in experimental group and 22% of the control group) before experiment used the form 
of simple linear record for presenting their pre knowledge. on the other hand we can observe 
the remarkable progress of the experimental group after the experiment concerning the use of 
structured graphic record and concerning decrease of such record in the control group.
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Quality of written record: 1 - linear record; 2 - simple graphic record; 3 - structured graphic record.

Figure 5: How students wrote down their pre knowledge before and after the 
experiment. 

Presenting New Knowledge

after reading the text in their science textbook we checked the number of information 
students of eG and cG have noticed and recognized as important. the explicatory description 
text cat in the science textbook was structured in 7 subthemes that we labeled with key words: 
appearance, living space, use, food, reproduction, behavior and specialties. figure 6 shows the 
quantitative results.

subtopics: 1 - appearance; 2 - living space; 3 - use; 4 - food; 5 - reproduction; 6 - behavior; 7 - specialties

Figure 6: Quantitative results of the experimental (EG) and control (CG) group: 
knowledge record after reading explicatory text before and after the 
experiment. 

comparing the number of information students have noticed in the explicatory text 
shows that students in the experimental group recorded a bigger number of information and 
that those information derived from all 7 subthemes, the textbook description had mentioned. 
on the other hand students of the control group didn’t notice information from the subtheme 
living space or didn’t think it would be important. 

the quality of web graphic organizers from students of both groups (eG and cG) used 
for recording their knowledge after reading their science textbooks also was compared. as 
the current research points out the importance of connecting the new knowledge with readers’ 
previous knowledge/mental scheme, we compared our students’ ability of comparison the 
new mental scheme with their previous mental scheme (pre knowledge). We categorized their 
records in to three categories:  linear record without connection with pre knowledge, graphic 
record without connection with pre knowledge and structured graphic record - connection with 

Marija ROPIČ, Metka KORDIGEL ABERŠEK. Web Graphic Organizers as an Advanced Strategy for Teaching Science Textbook 
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pre knowledge. We put into the category linear graphic record without connection with pre 
knowledge all those students’ records in which students used a pre knowledge records and 
simply in linear form added sentences in which they described, what they had read about it 
in the textbook. We put into the category structured graphic record without connection with 
pre knowledge all those students records in which web graphic organizers were used - and in  
which students recorded new information in a additive form. this means students’ treated new 
information as a new subtopic (key word) and draw the arrow for it directly form the central 
word (topic) of the web graphic organizer. and we put in to the category structured graphic 
record with connection with pre knowledge all those students’ records in which students web 
graphic structure shows that a student compared in the text mentioned information with the 
web, he had drawn before reading the text and added this new information on the place where 
this information belongs – he draw the arrow from the correctly related subtopic in his web. 

Quality of written record: 1 - linear record without connection with pre knowledge; 2 - graphic record without 
connection with pre knowledge; 3 - structured graphic record - connection with pre knowledge.

Figure 7: How students wrote their knowledge after reading the textbook be-
fore and after the experiment. 

it is obvious that before the experiment the results of the control and experimental group 
do not differ from each other. a similar part of students recorded their knowledge in the form 
of linear record and a similar part of students used a simple graphic record. the only important 
difference was the circumstance that in the experimental group before the experiment (before 
the intervention) no student used a structured graphic record and the quality of recording 
knowledge with web graphic organizer was in the control group remarkably better. After the 
experiment the competence of recognizing and presenting the text structure and important 
text information visually with web graphic organizer in the experimental group improved 
remarkably. observing the results after the experiment, we can see that almost 30% of students 
from the experimental group developed the competence of presenting their knowledge in the 
form of structured graphic record. the progress in the experimental group seem to be even more 
important if we underline that the competence of comparing new knowledge with the previous 
mental scheme developed in the five month of the experiment for 29, 8% of students, who used 
to build a parallel mental scheme before the experiment.

Discussion 

With expansion and accessibility of multiple sources of science information, students are 
constantly surrounded with choices of informational texts. as a key to accessing knowledge, 
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student success in science classroom today depends of his science/explicatory text reading 
strategy skill. in this context the findings of described experiment highlight some promising 
results. they prove the effectiveness of integration of science and l1 class, to reach higher 
level of student’s literacy for reading/understanding texts in their science textbooks for learning 
science and gathering information about science. Knowing that explicatory texts in science 
textbook have a specific text structure and knowing that using the knowledge about this text 
structure can improve understanding, our experiment introduced web graphic organizers in the 
third grade class. using web graphic organizers, when learning science integrated with literacy 
in five month period equipped students with a remarkable skill of using web organizer to make 
their pre knowledge visible (on the concrete level) and to integrate new knowledge (described 
in the text) into the preexisting mental scheme. students of experimental group improved their 
skill of recording their pre knowledge mental scheme about the chosen animal remarkably. they 
were able to visualize the text structure of animal description and they knew on which group 
of information they have to focus their attention. consequently after reading they recorded a 
bigger number of information and this information derived from all subthemes, the textbook 
description has mentioned. the most important result, we have achieved with the five month 
introduction of web graphic organizer into the science class, is the proof that about the third of 
the students in the experimental class developed the skill for recording the pre knowledge and 
the new knowledge in the graphic form of structure “graphic connection with pre knowledge”, 
which means that they now are equipped with the tool for visualization of the process in which 
their knowledge is constructed. in short, we can point out our experiment supports the findings 
of previous reading research: it is very helpful for students to recognize the text pattern (Vacca 
& Vacca, 2008), since recognizing text structures and signal words helps them to make 
sense of the text. text structures provide students with frameworks for understanding the text 
content (montelongo et. al., 2010). the recognition of an organizational pattern facilitates the 
learning of textbook information because it enables the reader to see the logical relationships 
advanced by the author (ogle & blachowicz, 2002). and we can usefully use web graphic 
organizer for to encourage this process.

Conclusion

despite that fact, teachers of primary grades have to teach students to use science 
textbooks in their science class, they also have to teach their students to read and understand 
explicatory text and to decide, what is necessary to learn and what to remember. 

in our research we decided to reach that goal through integrated literacy and science class. 
We integrated the teaching l1 curriculum goal: reading and understanding description with 
the science curriculum goal: animals, since textbook chapters about animals use text structure 
description. although relevant literature reminds, we cannot expect quick effect in reading 
comprehension after reading instruction, but we reached remarkable results after 5 months of 
systematic introduction of graphic organizer for visualizing pre knowledge and to record the 
new gained knowledge. one third of the students in experimental group developed the strategy 
for recording their mental scheme with graphic organizer to the level of structured graphic 
record, which means, they were able to decide, which words in the text are important and which 
are less important. after five months this students developed the awareness of text structure, 
are able to recognize it and to use it as a personal reading/learning strategy. the progress in the 
experimental group seems to be even more important if we underline that the competence of 
comparing new knowledge with the previous mental scheme developed at 29, 8% of students, 
who used to build a parallel mental scheme before the experiment. as experienced teachers 
we can foresee that this knowledge, after being integrated in to the existing relevant scheme, 
will become the part of the long term memory, while not integrated information will be sooner 
forgotten. 
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